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. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Region 1 
475 Allendale Rd 
King of Prussia 
PA 19406 

Attn: John Kinneman 

RE: NRC license # 37-27891-01 (Region 1) 
Docket # 030-29478 

Dear SirfMadam: 

Hudson 

I am reporting this event (non event) to you as required by Part 20 sec 20.2203. 

On Jan 5* 2006 I was contacted by Landauer ( our film badge supplier) that Alien 
Lindseys film badge showed a dose of 7546 deep dose and a shallow dose of 
8 103. I immediately called Mr. Lindsey and he reminded me that his badge was 
left in the truck that cobalt was being shot out of. (his statement is 
attached/enclosed). 

Allen was working at Nuclear Power plants from the time this badge was issued. 
He was wearing the Plants dosimetry and stored his in the glove box of the truck. 
He went from Three Mile Island to St. Lucie Power Plant but the truck came back 
here to Cheswick PA. Our cobatt camera was loaded in the back of the truck and 
another radiographer used the cobalt in the truck on Nov. lo*, 1 l*, 18*, 22"d, 
23d, 25*, 28*, and 30*. He also used it in Dec. on the lSt, and 2nd at temporary 
job sites. 

On Dec. 5fh I had to go get the truck as the helper had a medical problem. While 
returning to the shop I looked in the glove box and found Allen's film badge. So I 
can verify the explanation of the badge being lefi in the truck during these 
exposures. This badge was never worn. We contacted Landauer as to the nature 
of the radiation energies. Their response was that the exposure had been high 
energy radiation, which is consistent with a dose received by Cobalt 60. During 
the period that this badge was issued to Mr. Lindsey he performed no radiography 
using Cobalt 60. 

Sincerely, 

Q-9- 
Rick Allen 
Assistant RSO with 
Concurrence from 
Lou Hass RSO 
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